
IYBHA Rules 2020 
 
 Attached PRCA Bareback and Saddlebronc rules apply with the following additions listed 
below. 
 

1) Peewees and Juniors will receive five points per side deduction for missing the horse 
out.  

2) Peewee is allowed to ride with two hands but not two on the rein. 
3) There will be an 80 pound weight limit in the PeeWee division, if the weight limit is 

exceeded, contestant may be able to ride up but only if approved by contractor. 
4) All Peewee back cinches must be hobbled so not to interfere with flank. 
5) Peewee and Junior divisions will ride for 6 seconds. 
6) All equipment will be checked by a certified official, prior to the event.  
7) Rider must prove he/she can successfully get loose from his riggin with ease. 
8) All Broncs riders must prove boots will come off with ease. 
9) Any soaking or inhuman treatment of livestock could result in disqualification at the chute 

bosses discretion. 
10)  Neck roll required in both events. 
11)  Peewees may not have a tit on their riding glove that exceeds ¼ inch, all other divisions 

will follow national high school rules. 
12) Any interference with the rider inside the arena can and will result in disqualification. 

  
 
 
 
R9.4  Bareback Riding.  

R9.4.1  One-Handed Rigging. Riding shall be done with one-handed rigging.  
○ R9.4.1.1    Rigging Requirements. Rigging shall be leather and shall not 

be more than 10 inches in width at the hand-hold and not over 6 inches 
wide at the “D” ring. Latigo cannot be blocked in the “D” ring. Riggings will 
use a standard “D” ring to be set to sit flat on a horse’s back when 
cinched. Only rawhide may be used under the body of the hand-hold. 
There will be no rawhide restrictions with the exception of no rawhide may 
be within 1 inch of the back of the rigging body excluding the “D” ring 
wrap which may be no more than 2 inches up from the bottom of the 
body. The rigging body must also be spread 9 inches apart at the back of 
the rigging 4 inches down from the center. The handle bars under the 
rigging body must be tapered down to at least 1/4 inch at the end of the 
handle bar.  



○ R9.4.1.   Modified Rigging Requirements. Rigging shall be leather and 
shall not be more than 7 inches in width top center, front to back and over 
6 inches at the “D” ring. There may be a concave inset at the center back 
of the body, not to be over 1 inch deep and not over 8 inches in width. 
Rawhide may be used under the body of the hand-hold and tapered down 
the full length of the body to allow it to wrap around the “D” ring inset. 
Also, there may be full rawhide around the “D” ring inset not to be over 4 
inches in length.  

○ R9.4.1.3  No Fiberglass or Metal in Riggings or Hand Holds. No 
fiberglass or metal will be allowed in riggings or hand-holds. Only leather 
or rawhide is allowed for handhold, with a maximum of 3/4 inch of rawhide 
allowed. Flat-head rivets and/or screws and “t” nuts are allowed to secure 
hand-hold. The only other metal allowed will be in the “D” rings.  

○ R9.4.1.4   Cinches and Latigos. Cinches on bareback riggings shall be 
made of mohair or neoprene and shall be at least 4 inches in width at the 
center, but may be tapered to accommodate cinch “D” rings. Latigos must 
be of leather only.  

○ R9.4.2 Bareback Pads. Required bareback pads are to completely         
cover the underside of the rigging, and are to extend a full 2 inches              
behind the rigging. 

○ R9.4.2.1 Pads Must Cover Underside of Rigging. Pads used under          
riggings must be leather-covered on both sides. No hair pads will be            
allowed. Only a high density foam pad, at least 3/4 inch thick will be              
allowed. In addition, the pad must have leather over the bars 3/16 inch             
thick extending at least 1/2 inch on either side and the back of the handle               
bars. 

○ 9.4.2.2 Leather Attached to the Pad. In addition to the pad, a piece of              
leather a minimum of 3/16 inch thick and 4 inches square must be glued              
or sewn to the pad, and centered in comparison to the total body length of               
the rigging. This piece of leather shall be placed so that 1/2 inch of it               
extends behind the rigging and the remaining 2 inches are under the            
rigging.  

○ R9.4.3 Approval of Riggings and Pads. Stock Contractors will have the           
right to have judges pass on whether riggings and pads satisfy the            
requirements listed above. Judges shall determine whether pads are         
satisfactory. If judges rule the pads are not satisfactory, contestant will be            
warned for the first offense. Any offense thereafter shall result in an            
immediate 15-day ineligibility. 

○  R9.4.4 Rider’s Glove. The rider’s glove will be a plain glove with no 
flaps, rolls or wedges. An extra piece of leather may be used at the base 
of the little finger only. Glove tit are allowed, no to  exceed 5/8th in all 
divisions except PeeWee.  PeeWee glove tits may not exceed ¼ inch. 



○ R9.4.5  Use of Palm Piece. A palm piece may be used in glove, which 
will be at least 1 inch wide and 3 inches long, and will be glued in.  

○ R9.4.6 Use of Adhesives. There will be no adhesive material other than 
dry resin used on rigging or on rider’s glove. White athletic tape may be 
used. Benzoin may be used.  

○ R9.4.7  Disqualification of Rider. Any of the following shall immediately 
disqualify a rider: A) Riding with rowels too sharp or locked; B) Being 
bucked off; C) Touching animal, equipment, or person with free hand (one 
arm must be free at all times); D) Rigging comes off horse, with or without 
breaking; E) Violating the spur out rule; F) Taking any kind of finger tuck, 
finger wrap, or use of finger tape (violators shall be disqualified and may 
also be subject to fine); and G) If rider has been advised he is next to go, 
failing to be above the animal with his glove on when previous horse 
leaves the arena.  

○ R9.4.8  Spur Rowels. Spur rowels must have five or more points. The 
first reported offense shall subject contestant to a warning; every offense 
thereafter shall result in an immediate 15-day ineligibility. R9.4.9 Inability 
to Free Hand. If, in the opinion of the pickup men and/ or Stock 
Contractor, a bareback rider is unable to free his hand from the rigging 
after a qualified ride or after declaring by double grabbing, he shall be 
fined $100. A contestant fouled or bucked off before or after the whistle 
will not be fined. Judges are required to report the offense.  

R9.5  Saddle Bronc Riding.  
R9.5.1  Contestant Saddle Specifications. All riding must be done with saddles that 
meet the following PRCA specifications. Contestants not meeting these specifications 
will be disqualified and declared ineligible to compete for 30 days and subject to fine.  

○ R9.5.1.1 Rigging. Three-quarter double; front edge of “D” ring must pull 
not further back than directly below the center point of swell. Standard 
E-Z or ring-type saddle “D” must be used, and cannot exceed 5-3/4 
inches outsidewidth measurement.  

○ R9.5.1.2  Swell Undercut. Not more than 2 inches-1 inch on each side.  
○ R9.5.1.3 Gullet. Not less than 4 inches wide at center of fork of covered 

saddle.  
○ R9.5.1.4 Tree. Saddles must be built on PRCA-approved tree and must 

conform to the following specifications with a reasonable added thickness 
of 1/2 inch for leather covering: Fork 14 inches wide Height 9 inches 
maximum Gullet 5-3/4 inches wide Cantle 5 inches maximum height; 14 
inches maximum width.  

○ R9.5.1.5  Stirrup Leathers. Must be hung over bars; front cinch on bronc 
saddles shall be mohair, and shall be at least 8 inches in width at the 
center, but may be tapered to accommodate cinch “D” or rings. Latigos 
must be of leather only.  



○ R9.5.2 Standard Halter. Halters must have adjustable nose bands. 
Standard halter must be used, unless agreement is made by both 
contestant and Stock Contractor.  

○ R9.5.3 Riding Rein. Riding rein and hand must be on the same side. The 
rein can only be attached on the bottom of the halter noseband unless 
fastening to the throat latch is preferred by the contestant.  

○ R9.5.4 Saddling of Horses. Horses shall be saddled in chute. Rider may 
cinch own saddle. Saddles shall not be set too far ahead on horse’s 
withers. Either Stock Contractor or contestant has the right to call the 
judges to pass on whether or not horse is properly saddled and flanked to 
buck its best. Back cinch belongs to the rider, but contractor may have the 
rider put back cinch behind the curve of horse’s belly. Back cinch may be 
hobbled.  

○ R9.5.5  Disqualification of a Rider. Any of the following shall disqualify a 
rider: A) Changing hands on rein; B) Losing or dropping rein before 
pre-designated time; C) Wrapping rein around hand; 214 2019 D) Losing 
stirrup; E) Being bucked off; F) Touching animal, equipment or person 
with free hand; G) Riding with locked rowels, or rowels that will lock on 
spurs, and/or rowels not dulled; H) Violating the spur out rule. R9.5.6 Only 
Dry Resin Allowed. Dry resin may be used on chaps and saddle. Anyone 
using any other foreign substance shall be disqualified and declared 
ineligible to compete for 30 days; also subject to fine. The judges will 
examine clothing, saddle, rein and spurs.  

 


